The physical significance of the band non-parabolicity is discussed as well as the sdvantages_disadvantages and approximations of the two non-parabolic models. A companion paper describes device simulations based on the throe dispersion relationships; parabolic, Kane dispersion, ¢ and power law dispersion.
INTRODUCTION
derived a hydrodynamic model suitable for degenerate heterostructure semiconductors though the final form of the equations was not directly amenable to current device simulation codes. However, Azofr clearly showed that a forcing term due to a gradient in the non-parabolicity factor exists. Woolard at.
-1.
[9] presented a non-parabolic hydrodynamic model based on moments of the velocity and energy (u, W(k)) instead of the momentum and momentum squared Chk, _,_k2) . This leads to • simpler energy conservation equation. However, the non-parabolic coefficient in the field term and the forcing terms due to non-uniform band structure were neglected in the other moment equations.
Cassi and Riccb
[10] introduced an alternative to the Kane relation in the form of s power law for the dispersion reletionship.
Instead of using the classical Kane dispersion law relating the mergy and momentum, the band was fit over s specified energy range using two adjustablc parameters. The approximations md assumptions implied by assuming the power law formulation were absent. It will be shown below that the power law formulation of the dispersion relation leads to a more simplistic and compact formulation than the classical Kant expression.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce two non-parabolic bydrodyasmic formulations suitable for the simulation of devices with inhomogeneous material layers. The final form of the conservation equations will be in a form which will allow incorporation into existing device simulation codes, similar to the parabolic formulation. These different formulations are based on different choices for the dispersion relationsl_ip, one uses the standard Kane dispersion for non-parabolic bands and the second uses a power law relationship [10]. For comparison the parabolic hydrodynamic formulation will also be presented. The form of the conservation equatioas are strongly affected by the non-parabolicity factor of the bands, the choice of the dispersion relationship, and the assumptions made to simplify the coefficients. As in the case of the parabolic formulation, both non-parabolic formulations require estimates of higher order moments to provide mathematical closure of the relationships. It will bc shown that more physical insight can bc obtained by examining the terms from the power law formulation due to their similarity to the parabolic formulation. The power law is advantageous in that the terms of the conservation equations arc the same as in the parabolic formulation, except for a simple multiplicative constant when Boitzmann statistics are employed.
Dispersion

Relations and Cmvler Concentration
The two non.parabolic dispersion relations relating the energy to the momentum are Figure 2 and shows that the binomial expansion is justified for this case of the non-parabolicity parameter, the two curves are almost identical throughout the entire reduced energy range. Notice also that the deviation of the alpha / nonparabolicity formulations is at most 5% from the parabolic case until the reduced cncssy exceeds zero, when the difference in the orders of the Fermi integral is larger. However, in the case of the power law fit at high energy, the deviation from the parabolic case is more than S2% and more than 87% from the OC formulation.
To explain this large difference the plots of the dispersion relations must be re-examined, One of the goals of this paper is to derive • hydrodynamic model suitable for fast efl3cient simulation of state of the art devices. As previously stated the parabolic model is inedcquatc for certain material systems due to the fact that their band structures deviate dramatically from a parabolic shape at high energies. In these situations, a non-pm'abolic band structure provides a more accurate description. As discussed above, the full a formulation captures the desired physics, but is u_a'active because the coefficients within the transport equations need to be numeric411y evalumed.
In contrast, the binomial a formulation and the power law formulation provide closed form expressions for the transport coefficients. However, the question remains m to their ability to displwj the proper trends; bow closely do the coefficients match the full a formulation? We will show that the binomial ct formulation has a limited energy sad non.parabolicity range due to the binomial approximation. Non-physical results will be obtained if the formulation is extended into regions outside the binomial limit. The power law does not produce non-physical results but more closely snatches the parabolic formulation when fit to the low energy part of the band.
The coefficients on similar forcing terms in the various formulations can now be compared to examine the impact of the non-parabolicity factor and approximations made during the derivation.
The comparison is done at this time to avoid any confusion from assuming a distribution function. Table I lists the forcing terms which are compared and the terms within the intcgrands involved. On the other hand the ot formulation that utilizes the binomial expansion is very different, especially at the highest value of non-parabolicity considered. From Figure 3c it is clear that the binomial a formulation is clearly incorrect if the energy exceeds 0.5 eV. Even before this point the diffusion will be underestimm_d.
In the case of the mass term, Figure 4 , the power law formulation which is fit over the low eaergy nmge is much closer to the parabolic case, as expected due to the small change in the fitting parameters f_m their parabolic values. However, the power law with the pm-mneters fit over a larger energy range more closely matches the full a formulation. As in the case of the diffusion term, the binomial a formulation severely underestimates the effect of this forcing term especially as the nonparabolicity is increased, and is limited to energies less than 0.1 eV for a -4.0. The coefl3cients for the field term, Figure 5 , follow the same conclusions as for the mass term. From these figures it is clear that the binomial a formulation has a very limited energy range of validity as the nonparabolicity factor is increased. Using this formulation at higbcr energies or high non-parabolicity factors can give un-physical results duc to the prefactors changing sign. On the other band, the power law formulation with parameters fit over a small energy range will tend to produce results which more closely match the parabolic band model. It will not produce un-physical trends and does appear to have a larger range of validity for both energy and non-parabolicity factors. Tbe case of the power law with parameters fit over a large energy range more closely matches the full a formulation in terms of the forcing coe_cients. However, due to the problems previously described for the calcul_on of the carrier concentration this advantage may be immaterial. Table I can also be used to gain some physical insights into transport in the non-parabolic band seructures, especially using the power law formulation. First notice that as the non-parabolicity Since the Mexwellian disUibufions can be recovered by relaxing the degeneracy, the Fermi-Dirac distributions were the only ones considered for this work.
In the non-parabolic formulation • simple relation between meq_y and velocity will not exist due to the change in the density of"states. Also higber order powers of"the anerlW arc required to close the relationships in the a formulation, this will require cross product terms involvins the temperature and thc vciocity. In addition, the power law formulation has non-integer powm of"the energy which will be very difficult to evaluate for the shifted and boated distributions. Due to these conditions and the fact that all the formulations break down as the energy rises, the beat_ Fermi- 
The reader Extending the binomial a formulation past these limits leads to non-physical terms in both the particle and energy flux equations. In the case of the power law formulation it was shown that when the adjustable parameters were fit to the high energy range the deviation in the carrier concentration from both the parabolic and a cases was extreme.
When fit to the lower energy range the power law produced carrier concentrations comparable to the a formulations.
The energy and non-parabolicity range of the power law formulation for the particle and energy flux equations is larger than the binomial a formulation, but it is still limited by the adjustable parameters. However, unlike the binomial a formulation the power law will not lead to physically unrealistic results, but will tend to more closely match the parabolic formulation when the adjustable parameters arc fit over the low energy portion of the band. It is shown and argued using the power law formulation and a high non-parabolicity factor (y ,, 2) that a dampening factor must exist on the field term in the particle flux equation to account for the non-parabolicity of the bands in both non-parabolic formulations. Particle flux and energy flux equations using a bested Fermi-Dirac distribution function arc also presented, to allow for incorporation into existing device simulators. 
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Terms ( See Table I and II for the exact form of the equations and degrees of nonparabolicity considered. 
